Use Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint to spice up lessons!

**GAMEWISE**

**Math Fun!**

Making Math Fun! with Microsoft Office

---

**Games include:**
- Are You Smarter Than an Nth Grader?
- Case By Case
- Concentration
- Connect 5
- Guess It
- Jeopardy
- KaBlam!
- Matho
- Tic Tac Toe
- Who Wants to be a Zillionaire?

**Features and benefits:**
- Macintosh or Windows
- Prepared templates
- Detailed click-by-click Excel and PowerPoint instructions
- Written by a secondary mathematics teacher/instructional technology coordinator

---

**Memory**

Think carefully. Concentrate. Remember, make matches, and win!

As the cases are opened one-by-one, calculate the range and mean of those that remain, then determine the probability of having the greatest amount.

**Probability**

Use computer generated hints, logic, and the process of elimination to guess three- or four-digit numbers.

**Logic and Reasoning**

Answer questions and earn points. Or not? Watch out! Don't get KaBlammed!

---

**Just Plain Fun**

Karen Ferrell

Earning two degrees from the University of North Texas (B.S. and M. Ed.), Karen Ferrell has taught for twenty-nine years as a high school geometry teacher, middle school math and computer literacy teacher, and Instructional Technology Coordinator for Northwest ISD. Her technology integration ideas have been enthusiastically received at conferences for mathematics, technology, social studies, and curriculum. In 2005-2006, she won the prestigious “Outstanding Instructor of Adult and Community Education” award for the state of Texas.

---

Also available:
- GameWize Social Studies
- GameWize Language Arts
- GameWize Science
- Partnering Pre-Algebra with Microsoft Excel
- Partnering Secondary Math with Microsoft Excel

---
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